
Changing the Learning Landscape
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i21 Initiative

Vision and Goals

• Transformation of the learning environment

– Quality technology-based teaching and learning  
tools

• Shift in the model for delivering instruction

– Engaging, student-centered classrooms 

• Equitable learning opportunities for all students

– Allow all students to become expert learners
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…It’s an opportunity to change the way we do things 
based on new tools, resources, and focusing on 21st-
century skills that students need to be able to survive in 
today’s world… 

i21 Initiative

Vision and Goals
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i21 Initiative

Vision and Goals

• English Language Arts    2.3.1

• Math    2.3.2

• Science    2.3.3

• Social Studies    2.3.4

• Student will communicate in at least two languages   2.4

• Student explore, understand, and value fine arts 2.5 

• Students will effectively use technology to 
access, communicate and apply knowledge 
and to foster creativity    2.6
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i21 Initiative 

Professional Development
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i21 Professional Development

TPACK



i21 Initiative

New Teaching Strategies

Traditional Learning Environments  New Learning Environments

Teacher-centered instruction  Student-centered instruction

Single-sense stimulation  Multisensory stimulation

Single-path progression  Multipath progression

Single media  Multimedia

Isolated work  Collaborative work

Information delivery  Information exchange

Passive learning  Active/exploratory/inquiry-based learning

Factual, knowledge-based 

learning

 Critical thinking and informed decision 

making

Reactive response  Proactive/planned action

Isolated, artificial context  Authentic, real-world context

National Educational Technology Standards for Teachers, ISTE 2000
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► Professional Development is a process and 
not an event...characterized by

– Sustained, ongoing inservice opportunities

– Curriculum focus

– Teachers as trainers

– Collaboration teacher to teacher

– Individualized to meet teacher needs

– Designed to build site capacity

– “Just in time” support 

i21 Initiative

Professional Development



i21 Teacher Vision/Tablet PC Training

Promethean Level 1 Training

Device /ActivEngage 
Implementation

Promethean Level 2 Training

Promethean Level 3 Training

Phase 1:  
Includes Wiring 
Installation

Phase 2:
i21 Equipment 
Installation, 
including 
Interactive 
Whiteboard.

i21 Interactive Classroom Update

implementation 
flowchart

Physical 

Installation 
Sequence

promethean board installation: fall/winter

netbook/printer installation: winter/spring

Professional 

Development 
Sequence
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Building Capacity
i21 Digital Teacher Leaders

Key teachers who are academic leaders at their individual 
schools will serve as i21 Digital Teacher Leaders to build site 
capacity.
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Building Site Capacity
Role of  i21 Digital Teacher Leaders

• Collaborate with i21 teachers and Ed Tech Resource Teachers 

• Develop strategies to promote instructional use of i21 technology

• Function as an onsite resource for all other i21 teachers in their 
school.

• Be their site’s information conduit for the latest technology updates, 
training on new software programs and other digital initiatives.

• Develop flipcharts to add to the district’s curriculum warehouse.

• Work with the site administrators to identify further needs for training 

• Attend monthly meetings/trainings with IT/Ed Tech Teams to receive 
the latest information or participate in advanced training.

• Serve in this capacity for the 2013-14 school year.

•
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Evolution of Instruction
Prop S Update

Invention

Appropriation

Adaptation

Adoption

Entry
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Continuing Growth - Y 1 Teachers

Spring 2010 to 2013
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Continuing Growth - Y 1 Teachers

Spring 2010 to 2013
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i21 Survey – Y1, Y2 and Y3 Teachers

Spring 2013

Select the stage that best summarizes where you are today 

on the technology instructional evolution continuum. 
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Pre i21 Survey - Y 5 Teachers

Fall 2013

Select the stage that best summarizes where you are today 

on the technology instructional evolution continuum. 
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If …. there is a structure for adult learning and 

if …teachers see the effect on their students, then 

…

…they will engage in a different, more effective 

way of teaching.

i21 Initiative

Professional Development
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i21 Initiative

Year 3 Teachers – Spring 2013
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– School leadership that

• promotes the i21 vision 

• sets expectations

• monitoring progress 

• understands the process for change

– Changes in teaching and learning 

• Student-centered instruction

• Relevant, rigorous curriculum

• solve real world problems in project-based activities 

• student collaboration

– Implementation of online lesson delivery rich in digital 

resources

– Continuous ongoing support and training opportunities 

i21 Initiative 

Keys to a Full Implementation
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Changing the Learning Landscape 
Student Achievement

I21 Implementation
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Changing the Learning Landscape 
Student Achievement

I21 Implementation
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Changing the Learning Landscape 
Student Achievement

I21 Implementation
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Changing the Learning Landscape 
Student Attendance

95.28%

95.73%

96.20%

94.80%

95.00%

95.20%

95.40%

95.60%

95.80%

96.00%

96.20%

96.40%

P-2 Attendance

09/10 10/11 11/12
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Classroom of the Future’s 2013
Innovation in Education Award

SD Unified’s i21 wins 2013 IMPACT Award!

Based on Inspiration, Innovation and Achievement

http://vimeo.com/66275783
http://vimeo.com/66275783
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“The i21 instructional program is in the vanguard of 
true 21st Century instructional strategies…” 

“…a leading example of where public education is 
headed as school districts learn to harness the 
potential of technology to enhance student 
achievement through an engaging student-centric 
approach that mirrors the digital world in which they 
live…”

Gartner, Inc.  December 2011

Changing the Learning Landscape

i21 Initiative
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Broad Foundation Award

2013 Award Nominee

The Broad Prize for Urban Education is an annual 

$1million award -- the largest education prize in the 

country--that honors urban school districts that 

demonstrate the greatest overall performance and 

improvement in student achievement while reducing 

achievement gaps among poor and minority students.
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Broad Foundation Award

2013 Award Nominee

Exit remarks from Broad visit highlights district strategies 

that they felt deserved “to be replicated across the nation”.

“The i21 Classroom Program.” The Broad team was 

impressed by the full implementation of the i21 technology 

program that was more than a pilot, but instead a district-

wide priority and investment that was working to create 

equity and access for all students. They pointed out that 

the program heightens student engagement, empowers 

teachers and provides relevant professional development.

.


